To Revoke WXPN's Budget Grants

challenges, including a move to withdraw WXPN's funding. The council's Finance Committee, pointed to WXPN's continued operation. He wanted "a chance to air out some questions concerning the efficiency of the station's business. He was proposed by representative Alan Auerbach. None of the challenges were upheld. None of the station's managers were present at the meeting. None of the challenges were upheld.

Create 'Unique'Mood

frightened horror. They're short, neat and full of moments, dramatically precious. Are probably much more fun than a research paper or a final exam but they're a search for the black "boy" who did his daughter wrong. To complicate matters, in walks Rick Hallas as Mr. Tillich matron while Debbie Lemer's Miss Y is, perhaps, a bit one-dimensional as she sits in a grinning silence reading a magazine.

Student-Faculty Committee Begins Search for Grad Education Dean

The committee, which is composed of six faculty members, a student and a college fellow, will receive detailed instructions from Sirica, acting upon the request of House Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, directed Nixon to answer the panel's requests Thursday evening. The committee sent Nixon earlier. Rodino has accepted the offer.

In a series of interviews in Key anecdotal story that is due in large part to the "hardship program" leadership of current Columnist Gordon Fine. The school's newspaper and student affairs equipment.

An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review.

Annenberg Lab Plays Create Unique 'Mood'

An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review. An entertaining alternative to "Spring Fling" this weekend is The Annenberg Review.

Impeachment Panel Rejects Nixon's Compromise Offer

"This could not be a proper inquiry, a comprehensive inquiry, unless we were to make the determination as to what is necessary. The committee is not last minute in the determining punitive action. He asserted.

Don't want to even the tape to eliminate the Watergate scandal, national security matters and non-Watergate matters included, without a public hearing. Asked as the NRTC Tuesday to see if the White House screening would be satisfactory to the committee, he asserted. No, this would be making the final decision.

"This could not be a proper inquiry, a comprehensive inquiry, unless we were to make the determination as to what is necessary. The committee is not last minute in the determining punitive action.

Myerson said, are a result of the making of the Environment." Planning. Those in collective roles as students, faculty members and administrators. Adams said he was nominated to the committee by one of the houses. The search for the new dean is due in large part to the "hardship program" leadership of current Columnist Gordon Fine. The school's newspaper and student affairs equipment.

"We've got so much happening, people coming from all over," said Fling planner Professor William Coleman has been acting dean since March. The lower Quad, with its Gothic architecture and balconies filled with people, is probably the best sight I've ever seen" for Saturday evening. The dance, featuring four local persons will begin at 12:45 P.M. on College Hall Green and fan out through the planned for Friday. Students, with bags in hand, faculty and other interested people into five-minute spaces to handle the demand.
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"We've got so much happening, people coming from all over," said Fling planner Professor William Coleman has been acting dean since March. The lower Quad, with its Gothic architecture and balconies filled with people, is probably the best sight I've ever seen" for Saturday evening. The dance, featuring four local persons will begin at 12:45 P.M. on College Hall Green and fan out through the planned for Friday. Students, with bags in hand, faculty and other interested people into five-minute spaces to handle the demand.
ATTENTION:
All Qualifiers In
Beer-Tasting Contest

The elimination rounds of the Beer-Tasting contest will be
held from April 15-19. Contestants will be asked to identify
given beers, selected at random for each trial from the
group below. There will be 15 such trials. The cutoff score
for the top three qualifiers will be announced in the D.P. on April
22nd.

The beer used will be Budweiser, Schlitz, Schmidt's,
Miller and Bullfinch Ale.

Time
April 15-19, 6-6 P.M.
April 19, 4-6 P.M.

Place
Houston Hall, Old Cafeteria
Houston Hall, Ivy Room

The beer will be served in 2 oz. samples. Judges will
be available for questions.

In addition, a "SLEEPER" and "BANANAS"
DEMAIN 18

KATHARINE HEPBURN
THE GLASS MENAGERIE
SATURDAY 9:30 A.M. & 2 P.M.
4 & 4 A.M. (and Laurel)

SUNDAY, APRIL 21

PHILA. PREMIERE
FRIDAY 7:00 & 9:30 P.M. FINE ARTS AUD. - $1.00

Knick on Woody
"SLEEPER" and "BANANAS"

Tuesday, April 23

Charlie Chaplin
with Refreshments
LIVE AND
Thurs. April 25

ALL ABOUT EVE
FOR EXAMS
Buster Keaton
CRi-LSAT
Free Coffee
Irvine $4.50 in one!

Sunday, April 21

In Harwell House
Music Dept. Presents
A DORM CONCERT
The final till fall
Free
with Refreshments

This Sunday 8-10:30
Free Coffee
COFFEE IN
Nickie Donuts
P.H. Info. Desk

THURS, APRIL 25
RECORD FAIR
H.H. West Lounge
7-10 FREE

594-5264
Suburban Candidates Dominate May 21 Race

By STEVE BIDDLE

A new breed of suburban candidates has been peeping through the political piazzas of the suburbs, and they are traditionally dominated Com-

monwealths 67 counties last summer to collect commitments as the second and third choice of in-stitutional power Republicans.

The affluent sprawling northwest-
ernj lount) 1830,000 population). Even before voters go to the polls in

Pennsylvania's 660,000 suburban electorate. As a reward for being one of the

$105,000.00

Election Pits Consumer Advocate Against Maverick Mayor, Minister

The Democratic Seasonal contested in the May 21 primary, with four major contenders, as attracting the most public attention in an otherwise negligible election.

Robert S. D Dengenfeld, a former Wayne bank insurance for-mer at the University from 1966-

His opponent, the Republican party's endorsed candidate, is the 29-year-old, self-made elec-
tronics millionaire and philanthropist Melton Shapp.

A graduate of Haverford College

in GERONTOLOGY

Country, and Alvin Joseph Jacobson of

freedom franchise system based on

contains of a large amount of money rel-

As a reward for being one of the

A maverick Democrat who twice

Because of a 1967 constitutional

A maverick Democrat who twice

...-STEVE BIDDLE

The Philomathian Gallery

Fourth Floor - College Hall

Photographic Works

By

Anne Tucker

Catherine Jansen,

Eileen Berger

GALA OPENING

The Philomathian Gallery

Fourth Floor - College Hall

Photographic Works

By

Anne Tucker

Catherine Jansen,

Eileen Berger

Friday - Seven to Nine PM - April 19

Refreshments (exotic) will be served

Exhibition Apr 19-May 7 Weekdays 1-5

Is Sex a Hassle? It Doesn't Have to Be

Penn Sexuality Center - Rm. 604 Hi-Res East

We Have Heard From On and People to

Talk With about:

Relationship Problems

Problem Pregnancy

Contraception

Sexuality

Mon.-Thurs. 3-6, 7-10 Sun. 7-10

Phone: 382-6571

A place to talk with people who listen

Confidentiality Assured

Announcing:

A Series of Graduate Courses in

GERONTOLOGY

And Opportunities For Independent Study (Reading or Research) Offered by the Department of Community Medicine.

CM-507 (Theory and Policy in Social Gerontology) (Spring '75) Instructor- Elia S. Cohen

CM-501 Perspectives & Issues in Social Gerontology Fall 74/75 Instructor- Stanley J. Brody

CM-502 Seminar- Research Issues and Methodology in Social Gerontology (Spring '75)

Instructor- S. Walter Poulshock

For information about these courses and independent study opportunities, call Elia S. Cohen 594-6194 or 594-6257

Undergraduates may enroll with permission of instructor.

Announcing:

A Series of Graduate Courses in

GERONTOLOGY

And Opportunities For Independent Study (Reading or Research) Offered by the Department of Community Medicine.

CM-507 (Theory and Policy in Social Gerontology) (Spring '75) Instructor- Elia S. Cohen

CM-501 Perspectives & Issues in Social Gerontology Fall 74/75 Instructor- Stanley J. Brody

CM-502 Seminar- Research Issues and Methodology in Social Gerontology (Spring '75)

Instructor- S. Walter Poulshock

For information about these courses and independent study opportunities, call Elia S. Cohen 594-6194 or 594-6257

Undergraduates may enroll with permission of instructor.

Free Refreshments!

Tuesday, April 23 3-5:30 pm

Williams Hall, 4th floor West Lounge
The European Common Market

By Alan Jacobson

Not for Wharton Only

One aspect not previously discussed concerning world business affairs is the European Economic Community (EEC)—generally called the Common Market. This article will deal with the history of the EEC's incorporation and struggle for growth, and predict some of its future trends.

During the late nineteen-hundreds and early nineteen-thirties, the countries of Europe were compelled to align themselves either on the Allied or the Central powers. Both sides engaged in a series of battles, both diplomatically and on the battlefield. As Europe closed in on the Buddhist and Mussolini regimes, the Marshall Plan was offered to European countries to encourage economic growth. The United Kingdom, France, and Germany were among the countries to benefit from the Marshall Plan. The leaders of the EEC were concerned with the Marshall Plan's success as well as the European Economic Community. In order to ensure the stability of the European Economic Community, the leaders of the countries within the EEC were involved in discussions concerning the economic growth of the Community. The future economic goal of the EEC would be to ensure a single market throughout the Community. The European Economic Community involves a large number of members who have prospered well via the EEC. The EEC's membership has grown from 6 to 11 countries. A deep moral obligation exists among member nations to ensure the stability of the Community. The EEC's membership has grown from 6 to 11 countries.

The leaders of the EEC are set to formalize the EEC's own tariff policies for imported goods. The EEC's membership has grown from 6 to 11 countries. A deep moral obligation exists among member nations to ensure the stability of the Community.
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Activities

Council
(Continued from page 1)
brought to the University next year. Speaker candidates had not yet contracted their terms for the year. Speaker candidates were interviewed by Ladder leaders for additional information, and the interviewed students were asked when they expected their terms to be arranged and when the identity of speakers is established.

In its final action, the council resolved to propose legislation to grant $4,000 to the debate council. Several representatives questioned the value of a large allocation to a group of students.

OonnaisMnce had not yet contracted the term that will be brought to the University next year. Friday, April 19, 1974.

Education

Meyerson
(Continued from page 1) influential in the power structure, “High cult architecture in universities” is found at Establishment universities. Meyerson said. The architects at our “University, he added, is primarily “quality upper-end.”

The American School is a high-production form with locales subordinated to the functions of buildings. Designers will have to deal with functions, to consider the alternations in existing ends, and to think through spatial objectives.” Meyerson said. “It is the role of the designer as a pathfinder that I want to emphasize.”

While you wait service Studios

SHAPIR

POETRY CENTER

KRITLLE

Streakers, your end is in sight. Even when he’s wearing anything at all.

Send order to:

English Leather T-shirts for men.
Everything a man needs to feel well groomed. Even when he’s wearing nothing at all.

Send for your English Leather T-Shirt.

T-Shirt has picture of Gay and Guy Streakers and reads: “Streak with English Leather or nothing at all!”

Check size: S D M L XL

Send check or money order and specify: P.O. Box 359 Dept CN Passaic, N.J. 07055

Name

Address

Please send me... T-Shirts at $5.95 each

English Leather T-shirts for men. Everything a man needs to feel well groomed. Even when he’s wearing nothing at all.
Assateague Isand is for the Birds

By Becky Janson

If you happen to be an individual with no more than a spare time to take long walks on beaches, listen hard, or even notice, the wood ducks' "tiled" compartments where your neighbors from the mainland can hear the water rush to the feet away ring louder than the sea, you might be the one who suddenly, called wild persons of Assateague Island will find habitat outside of the Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge. Located at the southeastern part of the state, Assateague Island is less than two and a half miles from the Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, is the most plausible candidate for bird-watching, the island is more than miles northeast of Norfolk, Va. Except for approximately 300 acres owned by the Maryland Park Service, the island lies within Wildlife Refuge, which is presently designated for use by people seeking solitude, and in which people can, however, walk away from no entrance to portage for development of the land for public, less than a mile away from the next campsite, or trap full of wooden duck decoy, and knowing Dr. Marker. His course...

Letters to the Editor

"All-Around Excellent Professor" was Victim of Tenure Policy

"Something has to be done. When a capable, challenged, intellectually demanding professor teaching a course that is of outstanding excellence, the college must fire him. Tenure is a subject that sends faculty members, be they newly appointed or long-term members, running away. It is no longer considered fair for students to have a regular chance of meeting one of the faculty members who are truly interested in finding out what is the best way to fulfill the most untamed area of the refuge.

'The EEC has virtually been eliminated. In the opinion that it is PUC that has run the..."
Activities Council  
(Continued from page 1)  
Brought to the University next year.

In his final action, the council rejected a proposal to halve its $6,591 budget, which was also questioned the value of a large allocation to a group of representatives. Council leaders advised Under admitted under questioning brought to the University next year.

Meyerson  
(Continued from page 1)  
Told the search will last 45 S. MacDade Glenholden, Pa. 19036  LU3-1771

Education
(Continued from page 1)  
The committee has been given no deadline. Coleman said there is “too much to do” to define a position. He explained the appointment will inevitably be complicated because “some of the people we choose may not be interested in the position.”
**Penn Lightweight Crew Confronts Eager Columbia and Yale Boats**

The Quakers, ranked fifth in the nation, will host Columbia and Yale this weekend as part of the Senior 8s regatta. The regatta will feature several heats of eight-man boats, each representing a different university, and will be held on the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia.

**Track**

The track team will compete in a meet this weekend, with events including the 100-meter dash, 800-meter run, and the long jump. The team is looking to improve their performances in these events and to continue their success throughout the season.

**Announcements**

- The Sundance Kid by Robert Redford and Paul Newman will be shown at the Annenberg Theatre Lab on April 19, 20, and 21. Tickets are $1.00 at the door. The show times are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
- The Annenberg Theatre Lab presents its spring production, "Don't Drink the Water," starring Woody Allen. Performances are at 8:00 p.m. on April 19, 20, and 21. Tickets are $1.00 at the door. The show will be held at the Anencrbng Auditorium.
- The pickup today at 12:45 is for President Meyerson to present the Albert Monroe Wilson Award and begin the campus clean-up on the Green.
- The CHOIR (with Collegium Musicum instrumentalists) will present "Tirsi e Clori" by Monteverdi on April 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium.
- The Columbia Summer Session offers over 500 different graduate and undergraduate courses in a wide range of disciplines, including classics, East Asian languages and cultures, environmental studies, and women's studies.

**Columbia Summer Session: One of the finest summer study programs anywhere, plus New York City.**

If you're thinking about summer school, then why not get the most out of it? We think you'll find that Columbia and New York City add up to just that.

There are over 500 different graduate and undergraduate courses including Chinese, Japanese, and other modern foreign languages, journalism; Women's Studies; French courses in Paris; Pre-Med; Fine Arts Practice; Painting and Sculpture; Architecture; Latin American Studies; and New M.A. Program in English Literature through summer study registration deadline May 1st; and much more. The Columbia Summer Session is built around an extremely strong faculty. Columbia residencies and non-residencies are both offered.

There are two separate sessions: May 20th to June 18th, July 8th to August 7th. For information or complete Columbia Summer Session Bulletin, return the coupon or phone (212) 336-2068.

**Choir**

The Choir (with Collegium Musicum instrumentalists) will present "Tirsi e Clori" by Monteverdi on April 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium.

**Department of Music**

UNIVERSITY CHORI
William Parbery, conductor

MONTVERDI (with Collegium Musicum instrumentalists)
Tirsi e Clori

---
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- Announcements for January 19, 20, 21
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---
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER. We're not lo-
phone and we'll deliver it within a few days. Free!

If anything goes wrong, just call the "hot line" any-
cated in "Lower Slobbovia" somewhere. If any-
takes in shipment.

FREE DELIVERY. If you're out of gas, out
of wheels or out of time, give us a call. You can
buy any name brand stereo gear you want by
handing. Call for a quote.

Turntables & Cartridges
HARMAN/KAUFMAN: HK-20 Two-way Speaker
Harman-Kardon HK-20 Two-way Speaker
Harman-Kardon 200-
Sherwood 700A Receiver
Harman-Kardon 100-

8-Track & Cartridges
Harman-Kardon: HK-20 Two-way Speaker
Harman-Kardon HK-20 Two-way Speaker

Amplifiers & Receivers
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver

Calculators
Texas Instruments TI-57S: a 4 functions trigo-
without, with printer: AC:ric

Tape Recorders & Car Stereos
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver
Dolby MC-40 K advanced B-Track Receiver

WOMAN, THE CREATOR
A Visual Arts Show
April 19-24
Wine & Cheese
Openings
Fri. April 19
4-7 p.m.
Harrison House Reading Room
3801 Sproul Street

Phone Order Gear at Mail Order Prices.

FREE DELIVERY. If you're out of gas, out
of wheels or out of time, give us a call. You can
buy any name brand gear you want by
handing. Call for a quote.

COMPEITIVE PRICES. These prices are not
available in the store. They are special prices
owed to college students competitive with any mail
order house, and you don't pay shipping or
handling. Call for a quote.

WE SELL IT — WE SERVICE IT. Once a week
our Stereo Express service car will be on campus
to make deliveries and handle any special pro-
ges. Give us a call and let us know what you need.

In-store wines:

Penfolds Grattin 1973: $210.00
Penfolds Grattin 1973: $210.00
Penfolds Grattin 1973: $210.00

Phylloxera's legacy was the favorite of George V, ear
ners, and there is no longer a need to fill his shoes.
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I'm designing an anti-environmental ballistic arrow

You wouldn't want to hear it.

DO YOU WANT MORE?...

Ah-hi-ya Claus

Mags, the god of how are things happening baby?

How's about some domestic red wine.

This guy ought to be drafted into the wine city.

News in Brief
Stans Testifies on Vesco Money

New York-U.S. Senate

Robert Stans testifies that he received $99,000.00 in cash contribution to his Senate campaign under order of a "morally inferior" former congressman.

Cuban-U.S. Relations

Have begun to thaw

Washington, D.C.-In the first gesture of possible reconciliation with Cuba since diplomatic relations were broken 11 years ago, the United States agreed Thursday to consider Cuba's participation at the next meeting of hemispheric nations on

The Daily Pennsylvanian Section

For Four Undergraduate MALES TO
Israel Program Center

For further information contact
201-363-4900

For a free brochure.
Our 16th year.

At 3615 Locust Walk
3817 Walnut

Call 222-8834 or stop In
At 3615 Locust Walk

SAMMY CASINO
PARTY
Tonite 9 P.M.
3817 Walnut

High Adventure Starts at 2:000 Feet
Your first jump costs only $35.00. Costs only $20.00

High Fidelity House
Stereo Express

Do Your Own Fling
Give a life
Give Blood

McClelland Hall
(In the Quad)
Friday, April 19
1-7

Friday, April 19
1-7
Oarsmen Seek to Retain Child's Cup

The Quakers demolished W&M in an 11-3 doubleheader. The Quakers will be trying in the oldest continuous race in sprint eight years and this year will be no exception. The Tufts have only two lettermen returning from a winless crew and the upcoming freshmen have seemed to return with fire in their eyes.

The upcoming freshmen have seemed to return with fire in their eyes.

Boys

H. R. SHUCKER

The Penn heavyweight eight crew ranked fourth in the EARS, yet scored a win over Princeton's winning crew last week. The nine-crewed unit, with Columbia and Princeton in the top two, is the closest race in sprint eight years.

Penn has the trophy for the last eight years and this year will probably extend that streak to nine. Princeton, owner of the most consistent crew in the country, is well justified in feeling that it can win the race.

The Quakers have been trying to win the race since 1928, when they tied Harvard for third place. Since that time, the Quakers have been trying to win the race. In 1935, they placed second and were tied for third in 1936.

Crimson's BILL STEDMAN and Cornell Dailv Sun's IRA ROSEN, the editorial chairman.

Golfers Stop Crimson, Lions: Stay Unbeaten

By GRANT HANESKIN

Can't anybody play here these days?

Three immortal words of Casey Stengel might today be applied to the golf course of Harvard. Penn has found eastern collegiate golf squads only for the best in the Ivies, and cited it for excellence. Please address all mail to the Naval Academy Prep at 7 P.M.

The course is the worst.